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In 2019, extended radical resection (or exenterative

surgery) represents the standard of care for patients with

locally advanced and recurrent malignancies of the pelvis.

Although acceptance of these ultra-radical procedures has

been slow among surgeons due to the historically high rates

of morbidity and mortality reported during the pioneering

periods of the 1940s and 1950s, recent decades have seen

dramatic improvements in outcomes, particularly for

recurrent rectal cancer. These outcomes are now compa-

rable with those of hepatic and pulmonary metastatectomy

for primary colorectal cancer. In addition to robust mor-

bidity and long-term survival data, quality-of-life

improvements after surgery have now been confirmed by

prospective studies.1

In this issue of the journal, Peacock et al.2 present an

analysis of postoperative morbidity from an international

collaborative experience with more than 600 patients dur-

ing 25 years. These impressive results are a welcome

addition to the growing literature demonstrating the safety

of extended radical resections in the perioperative period.

They also reflect a 25-year regional policy in Australia and

New Zealand of quaternary referral to a handful of spe-

cialized units that have collaborated in research and audit,

developing new surgical techniques and policies concern-

ing the indications and contraindications for patients with

advanced primary and recurrent pelvic malignancies.

The most significant development in exenterative sur-

gery during the last decade has been the redefining of

‘‘resectability.’’ Complete oncologic excision (i.e., R0

resection) is the most important predictor of long-term

survival, and a clear resection margin has therefore become

the ‘‘holy grail’’ for surgeons who perform multi-visceral

pelvic resections. On this basis, the lists of contraindica-

tions to curative surgery, which were historically based on

anatomic boundaries and technical limitations, are no

longer relevant in 2019, as increasingly radical resections,

such as high sacrectomy, iliac vessel resection, and sciatic

nerve excision, are performed routinely and safely at expert

units.

The indication for extended radical surgery in contem-

porary practice is the ability to achieve R0 resection with

acceptable morbidity. The paradigm has shifted, and the

exenteration surgeon no longer considers what can be

technically and safely resected, but what should be resec-

ted. It would have been interesting to see the authors’ R0

outcomes in this or subsequent publications.

In light of the encouraging data published in the last

decade, interest in exenterative surgery globally has been

growing, as reflected by the increasing number of both

high- and low-volume specialist units and the formation of

international collaborations dedicated to improving out-

comes for this group of patients. The PelvEx

collaborative,3 the Beyond TME Collaboration,4 and the

IMPACT Initiative5 have played important roles in
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providing a forum for surgeons to engage with one another

and in facilitating the coordinated collection and pooling of

data for what remains a relatively uncommon procedure.

As with other complex oncologic surgeries, the high

case volume that can be achieved by centralising services

at specialized referral centers may improve oncologic and

morbidity outcomes while lowering the cost associated

with surgery.6 It is interesting to note that the vast majority

of centers offering exenterative surgery in France and the

United Kingdom perform fewer than five procedures per

year.7,8 Although encouraging outcomes have been

achieved in low-volume units, this generally has involved

selected patients with centrally based and often primary

tumors without pelvic sidewall or sacral involvement.9 For

patients with locally recurrent rectal cancer and where

there is concern about tumor proximity to bone and neu-

rovascular structures at the periphery of the pelvis, surgery

should be centralized to high-volume units with a dedicated

multidisciplinary surgical team.

Accessibility to surgery for patients with potentially

curable pelvic malignancy remains a concern, and more

defined referral pathways to high-volume units also may

help to ensure that all such patients are able to access

surgical teams that routinely operate outside the traditional

mesorectal planes.

One of the remaining challenges facing the exenteration

community is the lack of an accepted definition for a

procedure described more than 70 years ago. Although

pelvic exenteration has historically referred to complete

evisceration of the pelvis, the techniques of lateral neu-

rovascular and composite bony resection that have evolved

since has led the authors’ unit to consider pelvic exenter-

ation as a procedure with en bloc resection of a minimum

of three pelvic compartments and/or bone or lateral neu-

rovascular resection. Without a standardized definition for

these procedures, it is difficult to validly compare out-

comes between units or across time periods.

Exenterative surgery has undergone dramatic evolution

in recent decades from what was a palliative procedure in

gynecologic practice. It now represents the possibility of

cure for patients with advanced pelvic malignancy and the

standard of care for surgical oncologists.
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